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Abstract
Background:  Protein ligand-binding sites in the apo state exhibit structural flexibility. This
flexibility often frustrates methods for structure-based recognition of these sites because it leads
to the absence of electron density for these critical regions, particularly when they are in surface
loops. Methods for recognizing functional sites in these missing loops would be useful for
recovering additional functional information.
Results: We report a hybrid approach for recognizing calcium-binding sites in disordered regions.
Our approach combines loop modeling with a machine learning method (FEATURE) for structure-
based site recognition. For validation, we compared the performance of our method on known
calcium-binding sites for which there are both holo and apo structures. When loops in the apo
structures are rebuilt using modeling methods, FEATURE identifies 14 out of 20 crystallographically
proven calcium-binding sites. It only recognizes 7 out of 20 calcium-binding sites in the initial apo
crystal structures.
We applied our method to unstructured loops in proteins from SCOP families known to bind
calcium in order to discover potential cryptic calcium binding sites. We built 2745 missing loops
and evaluated them for potential calcium binding. We made 102 predictions of calcium-binding
sites. Ten predictions are consistent with independent experimental verifications. We found
indirect experimental evidence for 14 other predictions. The remaining 78 predictions are novel
predictions, some with intriguing potential biological significance. In particular, we see an
enrichment of beta-sheet folds with predicted calcium binding sites in the connecting loops on the
surface that may be important for calcium-mediated function switches.
Conclusion: Protein crystal structures are a potentially rich source of functional information.
When loops are missing in these structures, we may be losing important information about binding
sites and active sites. We have shown that limited loop modeling (e.g. loops less than 17 residues)
combined with pattern matching algorithms can recover functions and propose putative
conformations associated with these functions.
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Background
Calcium is one of the most important metals for life. Cal-
cium-binding sites in proteins play a wide range of roles
including stabilizing protein structures or acting as cofac-
tors in catalytic and regulatory processes[1]. The most
common configuration of calcium-binding sites is the EF-
hand motif. Other types of calcium-binding sites show
great variation in coordinating residues, sizes and struc-
tural motifs. Predicting and identifying calcium-binding
sites in proteins are essential for understanding the roles
of calcium in biological systems. Unfortunately, there are
no universally applicable sequence motifs for calcium
binding, and so they are best recognized with structure-
based methods[2].
Existing methods for binding sites recognition can be clas-
sified into four types: (1) homology based annotation
transfer methods (2) geometric methods, (3) energetic
methods, and (4) methods using other criteria, including
the characteristic distribution of chemical properties, the
3D motif, the surface accessibility, and the stability of pro-
teins[3,4]. We have previously presented a knowledge-
based method, FEATURE, which calculates physical and
chemical properties in concentric shells around a poten-
tial binding site, with a Bayesian score to predict its likeli-
hood of ligand binding[5]. FEATURE has been applied to
predict sites such as calcium-binding, zinc-binding, ATP-
binding and others[6,7]. One advantage of FEATURE is its
sequence independence and thus it is able to recognize
divergent binding sites based on the three-dimensional
configuration of atoms in these sites.
FEATURE has been applied to both static crystal structures
as well as to multiple conformations generated by short (1
nanosecond) molecular dynamics simulations[8]. FEA-
TURE has better performance in identifying calcium-bind-
ing sites when it is applied to multiple configurations
produced by dynamic simulations. These results under-
score the dynamic properties of many ligand-binding
sites, including calcium. Indeed, residues that coordinate
a metal often undergo conformational changes upon
binding[9]. Calcium binding often results in conforma-
tional changes and an increase in the stability of proteins
(as is the case, for calmodulin and troponin C[10]. Unfor-
tunately, in the absence of ligands, binding sites in their
apo states are often disordered and their 3D structures
cannot be determined experimentally. In this work, we
refer to regions for which 3D coordinates are not present
in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) file as "unstructured"
regions. More than 2/3 of the crystal structures in the PDB
contain unstructured regions[11]. This frustrates the rec-
ognition of ligand-binding sites by methods, which
depend on a 3D structure.
In this study, we combine previously published loop
modeling methods with FEATURE to predict calcium-
binding sites in unstructured regions for which there is no
crystallographic electron density [12-14]. The loop build-
ing and calcium recognition codes have both been vali-
dated separately. The contribution of this paper is to
combine them and show useful results in recovering cal-
cium binding sites in loops as long as 17 residues. We first
validate the method by testing its performance on a set of
calcium binding sites for which there is both a holo struc-
ture (calcium bound) and an apo structure (calcium miss-
ing) available in the PDB. Many of the calcium-binding
loops in the crystallographic apo structures do not adopt
recognizable calcium-binding configurations. However,
when we rebuild them, the calcium binding sites become
clear. We then go on to predict calcium binding in a set of
rebuilt loops. We predict calcium-binding sites that
achieve high FEATURE scores and further characterize
these novel predictions, a subset of which we can validate
using the literature.
Results
FEATURE scan of validation dataset
We are specifically targeting calcium ions that are coordi-
nated by atoms in the protein structure and are not on the
surface mediated by water. We anticipate that sites medi-
ated by protein atoms are more likely to be specific. It
would be interesting and significantly more challenging
to predict calcium sites whose binding is mediated in large
part by water molecules. Using the 56 sites published in
Babor's work we derived a dataset of positive sites con-
tains 20 calcium-binding loops of which structures of
loop regions in both the apo and the holo forms have
been resolved using X-ray diffraction (Table 1)[9].
Table 2 shows the performance of FEATURE on the holo
structures, the apo structures, the apo structures of which
the binding loops were removed (apo-gap), and the apo
structures for which the binding loops (apo-loop) were
rebuilt using modeling methods (See Method section:
Construction of loop structures). The accuracy of FEA-
TURE recognizing calcium-binding site has been bench-
marked via cross-validation and independent test sets and
the specificity on the test set is above 99% at a score cutoff
of 50. Using this cutoff, FEATURE recognizes 15 out of 20
calcium-binding sites in the holo structures [5,15,16].
(High specificity guarantees a low rate of false positives, at
the expense of sensitivity, which reflects false negatives. In
the set, we have five false negatives.) The predicted sites
are about 0.0 Å to 2.5 Å away from the experimentally
observed site. Combined with modeling methods, FEA-
TURE recognizes 14 out of 20 calcium-binding sites in the
apo-loops. For comparison, FEATURE identifies binding
sites correctly in only 7 out of the 20 apo structures, and 0
out of the 20 apo-gaps. Table 2 also compares the highest
FEATURE scores of the apo structure and the apo-loop. Of
the 20 pairs, 17 apo-loops have higher FEATURE scores
than the corresponding apo structures.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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Table 1: 20 apo-holo pairs of calcium-binding proteins for validation
Holo structure Apo structure Loop
Protein 
and 
calcium ID
Protein name PDB ID Chain ID PDB ID Chain 
ID
All RMSD 
(Å)
Start End RMSD 
(Å)
Sequence
1B9AA110 PARVALBUMIN 1B9A A1 B 8 C A 1.48 51 62 2.68 AQDKSGFIEEDE
1C1R_247 CHYMOTRYPSIN 
INHIBITOR 2
1C1R A1 A Z 8 A 0.60 70 80 0.13 EDNINVVEGNE
1DPO_246 TRYPSIN 1DPO A1 B R B E 0.73 70 80 0.37 EHNINVLEGNE
1DVIB275 CALPAIN 1DVI B1 A J 5 B 2.06 111 121 2.36 AGDDMEVSATE
1DVIB277 CALPAIN 1DVI B1 A J 5 A 1.75 184 195 0.90 DTDRSGTIGSNE
1F6SB202 ALPHA-LACTALBUMIN 1F6S B1 F 6 R C 0.86 79 89 0.33 KFLDDDLTDDI
1HAZB1246 BETA-CASOMORPHIN-7 1HAZ B1 F L E E 1.06 70 80 0.23 EHNLNQNNGTE
1I40_305 INORGANIC 
PYROPHOSPHATASE
1I40 A1 M J W A 0.55 138 146 0.25 FEHYKDLEK
1K94_998 GRANCALCIN 1K94 A1 F 4 Q B 1.23 130 143 0.68 TVDQDGSGTVEHHE
1K94_999 GRANCALCIN 1K94 A1 F 4 Q A 1.35 62 72 0.67 AGQDGEVDAEE
1K96A91 S100A6 1K96 A1 K 8 U A 4.15 24 34 1.45 GDKHTLSKKEL
1KXQB4003 ALPHA-AMYLASE, 
PANCREATIC
1KXQ B1 K X V A 0.46 165 172 0.17 LLDLALEK
1NLS_240 CONCANAVALIN A 1NLS A 1DQ0 A 0.31 9 20 0.47 LDTYPNTDIGDP
1NOL_632 HEMOCYANIN 
(SUBUNIT TYPE II)
1NOL A1 O X Y A 0.55 577 584 0.13 VDAVSYCG
1PSH_1 PHOSPHOLIPASE A2 1PSH A1 A 3 D A 0.61 25 34 1.41 GCYCGRGGSG
1QMDA403 PHOSPHOLIPASE C 1QMD A1 Q M 6 A 0.20 265 270 0.13 SGEKDA
1QMDA405 PHOSPHOLIPASE C 1QMD A1 Q M 6 A 0.20 292 299 0.14 MDNPGNDF
2POR_304 PORIN 2POR A3 P O R A 1.00 135 145 0.98 SDGKVGETSED
3LHM_131 HUMAN LYSOZYME 3LHM A2 L H M A 0.21 83 94 0.40 ALLDDNIADDVA
5CHY_401 CHEY 5CHY A3 C H Y A 0.35 55 63 0.15 ISDWNMPNM
PDB ID (PDB code followed by chain identifier and calcium index) and protein names are from PDB (column 1-2). PDB ID and chain ID are from 
PDB (column 3-6). The RMSD between the apo and the holo structures is given in column 7. Columns 8, 9 and 11 list the information of calcium-
binding loops, including the loop starting and ending residue numbers, and the loop sequence. The RMSD between calcium-binding loops in the apo 
and the holo structures is given in column 10.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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These results demonstrate that reconstruction (and gener-
ation of structural diversity) of the calcium-binding loops
in the apo structures allows FEATURE to identify cryptic
calcium sites effectively.
As a negative control, we created a dataset of nonsites
using the 20 pairs of apo and holo structures. The negative
control contains a set of random selected loops (excluding
the calcium-binding loop) in the holo structures and the
counterpart in the apo structures. The local environments
surrounding nonsites never achieves scores compatible
with calcium binding. The score of rebuilt loops (local
environments) ranges from -39.9 to 45.6, indicating that
the score cutoff of 50 is, indeed, highly specific (low false
positive rate) [15-17].
Figure 1 shows an example of how modeling methods
improve the performance of FEATURE. Parvalbumin-beta
(from cyprinus carpio) is a member of EF-hand family. Two
structures have been resolved experimentally, 1B9A and
1B8C[18]. The all-atom root mean square deviation
(RMSD) between 1B9A and 1B8C is 1.48 Å. 1B9A binds to
two calcium ions via loop 90-97 (residue 90-97) and loop
51-62 (residues 51-62: AQDKSGFIEEDE). 1B8C binds to
one magnesium ion via loop 90-97. The loop 51-62 in
1B8C does not bind any metal ions, thereby considered as
apo form. The RMSD of loop 51-62 in 1B9A and 1B8C is
2.68 Å. By scanning loop 51-62, FEATURE successfully
identifies the sites in 1B9A, but not in 1B8C. Using mod-
eling methods, an alternative structure of loop 51-62 in
1B8C was rebuilt. In the presence of this rebuilt calcium-
binding loop, FEATURE identifies the calcium-binding
site correctly. The predicted site in 1B8C and the experi-
mentally observed site in 1B9A are similar. Both sites are
in close associations with oxygen atoms from four resi-
dues 53D, 55S, 59E and 62E.
In summary, applying FEATURE and modeling methods
to the 20 apo-holo pairs of calcium-binding proteins
demonstrates that our procedure can identify calcium-
binding sites successfully even when structures of bind-
ing-loops are not well structured, and gives us confidence
to make novel predictions. Importantly, these predictions
have a low positives (but importantly, not zero) likeli-
hood of being false, based on both our previous valida-
tions and our tests on these 20 pairs. We thus are
confident that we can seek novel calcium binding sites.
Predict calcium-binding sites in proteins of which 
structures of the binding loops have not been resolved 
experimentally
We scanned all proteins that share SCOP folds families
with known calcium-binding proteins. The candidate
dataset consisting of 2030 PDB chains containing 2745
structural gaps. We built structures for the 2745 gaps using
modeling methods. FEATURE predicts calcium binding in
the loop structures for 256 of these gaps, from which 102
non-redundant predictions were derived. These 102 pre-
dictions were further divided into three groups (Table 3, 4
and 5, Additional file 1: Table S1) according to the availa-
bility of experimental evidence: direct evidence in the lit-
erature, indirect evidence from similar known calcium-
binding proteins, and truly novel predictions.
We have found direct experimental verifications for ten
(~10%) of the 102 non-redundant predictions (Table 3
and 4). Table 3 shows the two predictions in which cal-
cium binding have already been observed experimentally
near our predicted sites. They are 1NQG chain A residues
231-241 and 1DHK chain B residues 89-96. In these two
proteins, partial 3D structures for the predicted sites are
available. After rebuilding the binding sites using mode-
ling methods, FEATURE identifies these two sites. Table 4
shows eight predictions of which their holo structures
have been identified through a homologous searching
process by using program MAMMOTH[19]. The structural
homologs of the eight predictions satisfy three conditions:
(1) the percentage of residue aligned (PRA) of the struc-
tural alignments between the prediction and the corre-
sponding homologous structures is higher than 95%, (2)
the percentage of identical residues (PID) is higher than
85% (considering sequence shift in structural alignments)
and (3) the distances between the calcium-binding loop
in the homologous counterpart and calcium ions (CaDis)
is shorter than 5.4 Å. These matched homologous struc-
tures are essentially holo structures for our targets. Inter-
estingly, in some cases, the loop does not directly interact
with the calcium ion, but residues in the loop contribute
to the FEATURE score. For example, the last row in Table
4, the minimum distance between the  predicted site to
the loop (residue 145-149) is 5.37 Å. The predicted site
directly coordinates with D65, D67, D97 and D102. The
residue K148 actually provides positive balance charges
for the sites. The coordination of the predicted site in 1FAJ
is the same as that in the holo structures 1I40.
Figure 2 shows the structure of obelin from obelia longis-
sima in its apo form (PDB ID: 1SL9), which has a struc-
tural gap at residues 122-128 (sequence: FDKDGSG) [20].
When the structure for the gap is rebuilt using modeling
methods, FEATURE identifies a calcium-binding site near
the gap. The predicted site adopts an EF-hand motif
according to the SCOP fold topologies. Searching for
homologs, we found that the calcium-binding form obe-
lin has been resolved experimentally (PDB ID: 1SL7). The
RMSD between 1SL9 and 1SL7 is 3.01 Å and that between
the rebuilt loop in 1SL9 and the counterpart in 1SL7 is
2.27 Å. This new apo-holo pair was not contained in our
validation set. The predicted binding site in 1SL9 is simi-
lar with one of the three calcium-binding sites observed
experimentally in 1SL7.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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Another example (Figure 3) is the apo structure of conca-
navalin A from canavalia ensiformis (PDB ID: 1APN), of
which loop 15-23 (residues 15-23, sequence TDIGDP-
SYP) is unstructured[21]. A blind scan for calcium-bind-
ing sites in 1APN failed because loop 15-23 is
unstructured. However, FEATURE identifies this calcium-
binding site correctly when the structure of loop 15-23 is
rebuilt using modeling methods. Searching for homologs,
we found that the calcium-binding form concanavalin A
has been resolved experimentally (PDB ID: 1VAL)
[22,23]. In the structure of 1VAL, four residues 10D, 14N,
19D and 24H coordinate a calcium ion and a manganese
ion, but residue 19D cannot be located in the initial apo
structure (1APN). The close-up view shows that the pre-
dicted site is similar with the calcium-binding site in 1VAL
identified experimentally. The comparison also suggests
that more than one metal ions bind to the predicted site.
The predictions in Table 3 and 4, Figure 2 and Figure 3
show the rediscovery of calcium-binding sites and they
demonstrate our method's effectiveness.
Table 2: FEATURE benchmark of the 20 apo-holo pairs of calcium-binding proteins
Protein and calcium ID Holo structure Apo structure Apo-gap Apo-loop
1B9AA110 81.72 26.75 5.41 51.58
1C1R_247 56.57 51.71 1.94 55.43
1DPO_246 52.89 47.94 -0.17 50.87
1DVIB275 66.89 10.63 0.00 29.70
1DVIB277 68.39 57.51 -18.90 41.18
1F6SB202 68.11 54.04 16.58 54.46
1HAZB1246 51.82 48.21 -4.82 32.72
1I40A305 30.52 27.87 16.92 46.64
1K94_998 80.71 63.46 -22.81 42.92
1K94_999 40.31 32.63 -0.45 50.96
1K96A91 79.61 45.63 9.77 59.27
1KXQB4003 54.99 43.25 22.01 59.53
1NLS_240 61.98 52.09 28.46 60.76
1NOL_632 36.88 30.22 30.22 41.85
1PSH_1 34.09 33.81 22.03 56.37
1QMDA403 60.45 30.41 27.37 50.41
1QMDA405 59.81 45.00 37.05 52.09
2POR_304 47.41 71.34 34.96 89.29
3LHM_131 61.69 54.34 2.46 58.95
5CHY_401 50.19 46.70 23.56 54.08
We compare the performance of FEATURE on the holo structures, the apo structures, the apo structures of which the binding loops were 
removed (apo-gap), and the apo structures of which the binding loops (apo-loop) have been rebuilt using modeling methods. Protein and calcium ID 
are from PDB (column 1). FEATURE scores that evaluate the probability of the likelihood of a site being calcium-binging are listed in column 2-5. Of 
the 20 pairs, 17 apo-loops have higher FEATURE scores than the corresponding apo structures. Bolded number indicates that FEATURE identifies 
the calcium-binding site correctly using a score threshold of 50. FEATURE identifies 15 out of 20 calcium-binding sites in the holo structures. 
Combined with modeling methods, FEATURE identifies 14 out of 20 calcium-binding sites in the apo-loops. For comparison, FEATURE identifies 
binding sites correctly in only 7 out of 20 the apo structures, and 0 out of 20 the apo-gaps. These results demonstrate that reconstruction of the 
calcium-binding loops in the apo structures allows FEATURE to identify cryptic calcium sites effectively.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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We have also found indirect experimental verifications for
14 (14%) of the 102 non-redundant predictions. Table 5
shows the 14 predictions for which homologous holo
structures have been identified (See Method section: Vali-
dation of predictions). The structural homologs of the 14
predictions satisfy two conditions: (1) the PRA of the
structural alignments between the prediction and the cor-
responding homologous structures is higher than 80%
and (2) the CaDis is shorter than 6.9 Å. Further visual
inspection confirms that the manner of calcium binding
in the structural homologs and that in the predicted sites
is similar.
Figure 4 shows an example of predictions for which
homologous holo structures have been identified. The
human cyclin-dependent protein kinase 2 (CDK2) (PDB
ID: 1GIH) binds to 1PU (1-(5-OXO-2,3,5,9B-TETRAHY-
DRO-1H-PYRROLO [2,1-A]ISOINDOL-9-YL)-3-PYRI-
DIN-2-YL-UREA) [24]. The structure of one large loop
149-164 (residues 149-164, sequence: ARAF-
GVPVRTYTHEVV) near the 1PU binding site is disordered
and its 3D coordinate are not present in the original PDB
file. FEATURE predicts a calcium-binding site in the mod-
eled loop. Figure 4 shows three possible loop conforma-
tions in red, pink and orange in the left panel. In
particular, these rebuilt structures of the loop149-164
occur at the domain interface and cover the binding
pocket of 1PU, suggesting that calcium may affect 1PU
binding by changing the conformation of the loop and
the domain interface. We have studied 30 structures of
CDK2. These structures bind to different ligands, resulting
in structural diversity (The RMSDs range from 0.2 to 4.6
An example illustrating a successful FEATURE prediction with the help of modeling methods Figure 1
An example illustrating a successful FEATURE prediction with the help of modeling methods. Parvalbumin-beta 
from cyprinus carpio is a calcium-binding protein and two structures 1B8C and 1B9A have been resolved experimentally. 1B9A 
binds to two calcium ions via loop 90-97 (residue 90-97) and loop 51-62 (pink, residues 51-62: AQDKSGFIEEDE). 1B8C binds 
to one magnesium ion via loop 90-97. The loop 51-62 in 1B8C does not bind any metal ions, thereby considered as apo form. 
The RMSD between 1B9A and 1B8C is 1.48 Å. The RMSD of loop 51-62 in 1B9A and 1B8C is 2.68 Å. By scanning loop 51-62, 
FEATURE successfully identifies the sites in 1B9A, but not in 1B8C. In 1B8C, FEATURE can identify the site only when the loop 
51-62 is rebuilt using modeling methods. The close-up view shows (red for oxygen atoms) that the predicted site in 1B8C and 
the experimentally observed site in 1B9A are similar. Both sites are in close associations with oxygen atoms from four residues 
53D, 55S, 59E and 62E. This example demonstrates that FEATURE can successfully identify calcium-binding sites in holo struc-
tures and in apo structures with binding loops rebuilt by modeling methods.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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Å). A total of 15 loop structures have been solved experi-
mentally and these loops show an even higher level of
structural diversity (RMSDs up to 33 Å). Three of these
loops bind to magnesium ions. (Current prediction meth-
ods cannot distinguish calcium binding from magnesium
binding. Some experimental evidence showed that cal-
cium ions displace magnesium at the binding sites of cal-
modulin [25].) We modeled and scanned the other 15
loops and identified three calcium-binding sites (1GIH,
1GIJ and 1G5S). The RMSDs of the rebuilt loop of 1GIH
to the 15 experimentally solved loop structures of others
CDK2 range from 1 to 6 Å, suggesting that we have mod-
eled reasonable loop conformations. A close-up view of
Figure 4 shows that the rebuilt loop of 1GIH forms micro-
environments suitable for calcium binding.
A structural homolog of 1GIH is the structure of rat TAO2
(a mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase) in
complex with MgATP (PDB ID: 1U5R). The PRA between
1GIH and 1U5R is 81%. 1GIH and 1U5R both possess a
typical protein kinase two-domain architecture. The coun-
terparts of unstructured loop 149-164 (1GIH) in 1U5R
are residues 174-183, which constitute the activation loop
of 1U5R. One calcium ion is observed near 181pSer. In
the original report on 1U5R one calcium ion is observed
to bind the activation loop, but the role of the calcium is
not addressed[26].
We consider the binding of homologous proteins to cal-
cium to be strong evidence of correct prediction. Table 5
and Figure 4 show calcium-binding sites in homologous
holo structures demonstrate our method's robustness.
Meanwhile such predictions provide novel functional
insights into these proteins.
The remaining 78 predictions are novel sites in that their
corresponding holo forms have not been experimentally
tested (Additional file 1: Table S1). These sites are not rec-
ognized using the motif scan programs PROSITE and
Pfam[27,28]. Some of these sites are found in the protein-
membrane interface or near the binding area of ligands
other than calcium. The candidate proteins that we
scanned share SCOP folds families with known calcium-
binding proteins. It is common that one protein may bind
to multiple calcium ions. In the experimentally solved
structures of 11 proteins for which we made predictions,
calcium binding was experimentally observed at sites
other than our predicted new sites. In these cases, our
"hits" may represent additional new calcium sites or false
positives. For the other 67 proteins, calcium binding has
not been observed experimentally, and so our hits would
be functionally new predictions of calcium binding. A
total of 72 of these 78 loops contain at leaset one ASP or
GLU residue (E or D), which are generally important resi-
dues for binding calcium, as they can provide amino acid
side chains with negatively charged carboxyl groups. We
discuss two examples for which independent evidence
suggests that our predictions are correct.
Figure 5 shows the structure of chicken argin G3 (PDB ID:
1PZ7). The argin induces the aggregation of acetylcholine
receptors on the postsynaptic membranes of muscle cells.
The core structure of argin is a beta-sandwich. The top
edge of the beta-sandwich consists of four loops, forming
a versatile molecular recognition surface in argin. Loop
32-40 (residues 32-40, sequence: SPDALDYPA) has been
shown high mobility in NMR experiment. Disorder in
loop 32-40 is observed in crystallography and is amplified
in the absence of calcium. Using modeling methods, loop
32-40 is rebuilt. FEATURE identifies a calcium-binding
site in 1PZ7 in the presence of the modeled structure of
loop 32-40. Calcium is observed to rigidify this interface
and thereby regulates the interaction between argin and
acetylcholine receptors. Interestingly, calcium binding
near residues 137-144 has been observed experimentally.
The experimentally identified site is 13.52 Å away from
our predicted site; therefore our prediction probably rep-
resents an additional new calcium site. The overall fold of
the two binding sites shares high sequence similarity with
the C2 calcium-binding domain. It is known that the
Table 3: Ten FEATURE predictions confirmed by direct experimental evidence.
Loop FEATURE score
Protein name Protein ID Chain ID Start End Sequence SiteDis (Å) Gap Loop
VITAMIN B12 RECEPTOR 1NQG_A 231 241 AYYSPGSPLLD 2.06 42.41 91.49
BEAN LECTIN-LIKE INHIBITOR 1DHK_B 89 96 VQPESKGD 3.40 27.35 61.10
Two predictions of which calcium binding have been observed experimentally near the predicted sites. Column 2 lists protein name that is PDB 
code followed by the chain identifier. We build structures for gaps of which 3D structures are not presented in the original PDB files. Information 
of these structures, referred as "loop", is given in column 3-5. Column 6 lists the distances between the predicted sites and the experimentally 
observed sites (SiteDis). Column 7 and 8 list FEATURE scores at the predicted sites in the structures where loop structures are missing (Gap) and 
the structures of which loop structures were rebuilt by modeling methods (Loop). These two are holo structures, but their calcium-binding sites 
are not completely structured. FEATURE is able to identify these sites in the presence of the rebuilt loop structures.B
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Table 4: Eight predictions of which their holo structures have been identified through a homologous searching process using MAMMOTH
Protein name PDB ID Loop FEATURE score Holo structure Alignement
Start End Sequence CaDis
(Å)
Gap Loop SCOP ID Start End CaDis
(Å)
PRA RMSD PID
CONCANAVA
LIN A
1APN_A 15 23 TDIGDPSYP 2.40 9.15 58.19 d1vald_ 15 23 1.94 99 1.61 96
C-REACTIVE 
PROTEIN
1LJ7_H 142 149 FGGNFEGS 1.94 -18.56 55.46 d1gnhc_ 142 149 1.99 100 0.74 100
SOLUBLE 
INORGANIC 
PYROPHOSPH
ATASE
1IPW_A 97 101 DEAGE 4.67 47.13 53.38 d1i6ta_ 97 101 2.19 99 1.49 91
BETA-
KETOACYL
REDUCTASE
1I01_C 140 149 VGTMGNGGQA 2.25 7.93 56.74 d1q7bd_ 140 149 2.41 96 1.96 89
OBELIN 1SL9_A 122 128 FDKDGSG 1.96 -1.98 50.80 d1sl7a_ 122 128 2.43 98 2.89 89
DEOXYRIBON
UCLEASE I
2DNJ_A 99 107 DGCESCGND 2.07 42.69 72.61 d3dnia_ 99 107 2.57 100 0.87 98
STAPHYLOCO
CCAL
NUCLEASE
1SNQ_A 44 51 TKHGKKGV 4.17 45.69 66.14 d1nuca_ 44 51 4.88 98 1.70 92
SOLUBLE 
INORGANIC 
PYROPHOSPH
ATASE
1FAJ_A 145 149 EKGKW 3.35 39.95 51.60 d1i40a_ 146 149 5.37 99 1.59 87
Column 2 lists protein name that is PDB code followed by the chain identifier. We build structures for gaps of which 3D structures are not present in the original PDB files. Information of these 
structures, referred as "loop", is given in column 2-5. Column 5 lists the distances from the predicted sites to the rebuilt loops (CaDis). Column 6 and 7 list FEATURE scores at the predicted sites 
in the structures where loop structures are missing (Gap) and in the rebuilt loop structures (Loop). Ligands observed experimentally are listed in column 8 and the ligand IDs are from PDB. 
Column 9 shows the SCOP ID of the holo structures. Information of aligned counterparts for the binding loops is listed in column 10-12. Column 12 lists the distances from the calcium ions to 
the aligned loop counterparts (CaDis). The percentage of residues aligned (PRA), the RMSD of the aligned regions, and the percentage of identical residues (PID) are shown in column 13-15.B
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) Table 5: 14 FEATURE predictions of which experimentally solved homologous holo structures are found through a homologous searching process using MAMMOTH
Loop FEATURE score Holo structure Alignement
PDB ID Start End Sequence CaDis
(Å)
Gap Loop Ligand SCOP ID Start End Sequence CaDis
(Å)
PRA RMSD PID
1G57_B 33 39 DDEDREN 2.29 -29.15 62.92 CS d1pvwa_ 21 27 DSDEREG 2.11 86 2.65 24
1VJS_A 181 193 AWDWEVS
NENGNY
2.49 41.99 82.70 None d1e40a2 178 193 EGKAWDW
EVSSENGN
YDYLMY
2.18 97 1.06 66
2A9Q_A 53 59 LMLPEID 3.34 44.10 57.51 None d1zh2b1 53 59 LGLPDGD 2.23 98 1.34 41
1GIH_A 149 164 ARAFGVPV
RTYTHEVV
3.16 37.28 60.16 1PU d1u5ra_ 173 184 ASIMAPANF
VG
2.47 81 3.03 19
1OZT_G 127 141 GKGGNEE
STKTGNAG
1.71 23.67 61.66 None d1sxsb_ 125 139 GRGGNEES
TKTGNAG
3.53 87 1.86 71
1LEW_A 173 183 RHTDDEM
TGYV
2.20 10.16 71.76 None d2eufb1 170 180 YSFQMALTS
VV
4.18 85 2.92 25
2JAV_A 131 141 SDGGHTVL
HRD
2.60 8.93 56.86 5Z5 d2auha1 1123 1132 LNAKKFVH
RD
4.87 85 3.06 16
2ANT_I 29 43 KATEDEGS
EQKIPEA
2.23 20.71 80.94 NAA d1jmja_ 68 99 SEDDLQLF
H
5.09 92 2.31 26
1U5I_A 563 568 KREDIK 2.97 39.39 66.52 None d1alwb_ 127 133 TRHPDLK 5.37 98 1.82 13
1EB7_A 222 229 ASVLPSGD 3.96 19.22 58.45 CA,HEC d1iqca2 207 213 ETKNPAA 6.58 86 1.79 21
1ANT_L 395 406 LNPNRVTF
KANR
2.95 42.78 77.77 None d1jmja_ 446 454 TQVRFTVD
R
6.64 88 2.72 26
2IYN_C 84 97 ARGEEEDR
VRGLET
3.26 35.10 52.26 MG d1srrc_ 81 96 MTAYGELD
MIQESKEL
6.88 96 2.7 25
2IK4_A 103 113 PNVSHPET
KAV
3.95 41.81 64.20 MG,PO4, d1i40a_ 59 63 NHTLS 4.03 91 3.49 13
Column 1 lists PDB code followed by the chain identifier. We build structures for gaps of which 3D structures are not present in the original PDB files. Information of these structures, referred 
as "loop", is given in column 2-5. Column 5 lists the distances from the predicted sites to the rebuilt loops (CaDis). Column 6 and 7 list FEATURE scores at the predicted sites in the structures 
where loop structures are missing (Gap) and in the rebuilt loop structures (Loop). Ligands observed experimentally are listed in column 8 and the ligand IDs are from PDB. Column 9 shows the 
SCOP ID of the homologous holo structures. Information of aligned counterparts for the binding loops is listed in column 10-13. Column 13 lists the distances from the calcium ions to the aligned 
loop counterparts (CaDis). The percentage of residues aligned (PRA), the RMSD of the aligned regions, and the percentage of identical residues (PID) are shown in column 14-16.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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loops in C2 domain often coordinate two or three calcium
ions. We propose that argin G3 coordinates two calcium
ions: one binds to loop 137-144 with high affinity, as
observed experimentally; the other binds to loop 32-40
with lower affinity, as predicted by FEATURE.
Figure 6 shows the structure of bacillus anthraz toxin pro-
tective antigen (PDB ID: 1ACC)[29]. FEATURE identifies
a calcium-binding site in 1ACC with a modeled structure
for a gap at residues 275-288 (sequence: EDQSTQNTD-
SETRT) was built using modeling methods. The predicted
site is part of domain 2, which forms a beta-barrel with
modified Greek-key topology, including a large flexible
loop between strands. We predict that calcium binds in a
cup-shaped depression formed by the loops of the beta-
barrel structure. This beta-structure share high structural
homologies with the C2 calcium-binding domain, which
often coordinates 2-3 calcium ions through its loops.
Experimental evidence in the original work also shows
that the loop (residues 275-288) is involved in membrane
insertion[29]. The C2 domain of many proteins plays
important roles in calcium-dependent membrane bind-
ing. In summary, both structural and functional evidences
show that calcium binding to the loops of the beta-struc-
ture is very likely. In addition, a calcium-binding site is
observed in 1ACC, but it is 61.38 Å apart from our pre-
dicted novel site. Another structure of the anthrax toxin
protective antigen (PDB ID: 1T6B) was found and the
structure of region 275-288 is also missing. When we
tested this site, we also identified it using our method of
rebuilding and evaluating.
Coordinates of the predicted calcium-binding sites and
the structures of the calcium-binding loops generated
using modeling methods for all 256 predictions are avail-
able at: http://helix-web.stanford.edu/pubs/bmc-sb-liu/.
FEATURE predictions confirmed by experimentally solved structures Figure 2
FEATURE predictions confirmed by experimentally solved structures. The structure of obelin from obelia longissima 
in its apo form (PDB ID: 1SL9) is shown in blue. In the original structure, loop 122-128 (residues 122-128, sequence: FDK-
DGSG) is unstructured. The structure of this region was built using modeling methods. FEATURE predicts a calcium-binding 
site in 1SL9 in the presence of the structure rebuilt for loop 122-128. The predicted site adopts an EF-hand motif. Searching for 
homologs, we found that the calcium-binding form obelin has been resolved experimentally (PDB ID: 1SL7). The predicted 
binding site in 1SL9 is similar with one of the three calcium-binding sites observed in 1SL7. Both sites are in close association 
with oxygen atoms (red in close-up view) from residues 125D, 129T and 134E. The RMSD between 1SL9 and 1SL7 is 3.01 Å 
and that between the rebuilt loop in 1SL9 and the counterpart in 1SL7 (pink) is 2.27 Å.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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Discussion
Our work uses the FEATURE program for recognizing cal-
cium sites, but can be used with any similar structure-
based method. FEATURE outperforms published meth-
ods in detecting divalent cation binding sites [8]. Glazer et
al. compared FEATURE with another method for predict-
ing ligand-binding sites (VALENCE). At a very low level of
false positives (16 out of 22*10e3) FEATURE identified
21 out of 24 sites in holo structures and 16 out of 23 sites
in apo structures; VALENCE identified 15 out of the 24
sites in the holo structures and zero out of 23 the sites in
apo structures. The key contribution of this work is the
combination of modeling and machine learning to recog-
nize probable functions in disordered protein regions.
Our method also produces a low-resolution structural
model of the missing loops. Our goal is not to predict the
structure of a binding site or loop with crystallographic
accuracy, but to demonstrate that the modeled loop can
adopt a conformation consistent with calcium binding.
We first showed that FEATURE can recognize known lig-
and-binding loops that are rebuilt using modeling meth-
ods. We generated de novo loop structures using two
separate strategies. The RMSDs between the 100 rebuilt
loops and the corresponding natural apo loop structure
range from 0.7 to 6.5 Å; and those to the corresponding
natural holo structure range from 0.8 to 5.6 Å. The rebuilt
loops show good structural diversity. We demonstrated
that a cutoff of 50 has very low false-positive rate, a critical
feature for prediction. Since biologists may pursue a pre-
diction with experiments, it is generally more important
to have a low false positive rate than a low false negative
rate. On the other hand, false positives can lead to wasted
experimental resources. False negatives are not typically
tested and so although regrettable, do not generally con-
sume resources. The trade off depends on the particular
goals of the investigator, and so the cutoffs can be
changed to accommodate different priorities for sensitiv-
ity and specificity.
FEATURE predictions confirmed by experimentally solved structures Figure 3
FEATURE predictions confirmed by experimentally solved structures. The structure of concanavalin A from canav-
alia ensiformis in its apo form (PDB ID: 1APN) is shown in blue. In the original apo structure, loop 15-23 (residues 15-23, 
sequence TDIGDPSYP) is unstructured. The structure of loop 15-23 was rebuilt using modeling methods. FEATURE predicts a 
calcium-binding site in 1APN in the presence of the structure of loop 15-23. Searching for homologs, we found that the cal-
cium-binding form concanavalin A has been resolved experimentally (PDB ID: 1VAL). 1VAL binds to a calcium ion and a man-
ganese ion. The close-up view (red for oxygen atoms) shows that the predicted site is similar with the calcium-binding site in 
1VAL identified experimentally. The comparison also suggests that more than one metal ions binds to the predicted site. The 
RMSD between 1APN and 1VAL is 1.61 Å and that between the rebuilt loop in 1APN and the counterpart in 1VAL (pink) is 
3.23 Å.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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At the cutoff of 50, the RMSDs between the FEATURE-rec-
ognized loops and the corresponding natural apo loop
structure range from 1.3 to 4.8 Å; and those to the corre-
sponding natural holo structure range from 1.3 to 4.7 Å.
Thus, the modeling protocol produces diverse loops, and
then FEATURE identifies the subset whose configuration
is compatible with calcium binding. Table 2 shows two
proteins (1DVIB277 and 1K94_998) where the experi-
mental apo structure shows strong calcium binding signal
with FEATURE, but none of the rebuilt loops show strong
signal. Thus, even though the model building generally
works, it does not always generate variations that are com-
patible with calcium binding.
We went on to show that we can combine FEATURE with
modeling methods to find binding sites that are not com-
pletely resolved experimentally (they are unstructured or
disordered in the crystal structure). We applied this proce-
dure to the candidate calcium-binding proteins for which
experimentally solved structures are incomplete, resulting
in 256 novel predictions of calcium-binding sites. As dis-
cussed above, we selected a cutoff score that increases the
likelihood that these calcium-binding predictions are cor-
rect. Some of our predictions may nonetheless be false
positives, but our analysis suggests that they are very likely
to be functionally interesting regions of these proteins.
For example, they may bind other cations or positively
charged ligands. Magnesium binding is very difficult to
distinguish from calcium binding using "low resolution"
methods such as FEATURE, where features are averaged in
shells of thickness 1.25 Angstroms. These sites display a
variety of structural characters and have a broad range of
functions, providing novel insights into the studies of cal-
cium-binding proteins.
To further test the usefulness of our protocol, we have
applied it to CASP8 targets http://predictioncenter.org/
casp8/. There is only one calcium-binding protein in the
128 CASP8 targets, C-terminal domain of probable hemo-
lysin from chromobacterium violaceum (PDBID: 3DED). We
scanned 24 loops in 3DED, including six calcium-binding
loops and 18 loops as negative controls. FEATURE suc-
cessfully identifies the six calcium-binding loops. For each
positive prediction, we found multiple high FEATURE
scores in both crystallographic loops as well as our mod-
eled loops. These high scores are distributed over a rela-
tively large volume, most likely indicating more than one
calcium ion in these loops. In fact, each pair of loops
binds 2 calcium ions. None of the 18 loops (negative con-
trol) are predicted as false positive. These results demon-
strate that our procedure can identify calcium-binding
sites successfully even when the structures of binding-
loops are rebuilt using modeling methods.
Our prediction strategy focused on proteins with electron
density gaps that are in SCOP families that bind calcium.
We decided to focus on these to limit the number of gaps
that we modeled and evaluated for this study, and because
it increased the chance that our predictions would be bio-
logically plausible and interpretable. It would certainly be
possible to predict calcium-binding loops for all unstruc-
tured loops. Interestingly, only 11 of the 78 highest hits
were in proteins that already had resolved binding sites.
These 11 predictions are thus for an additional calcium
site. This is not at all unusual, as many proteins bind mul-
The predicted calcium-binding site in the structure of human cell division protein kinase 2 (PDB ID: 1GIH) and the experimen- tally observed site in the structural homolog of 1GIH binds to 1PU (sphere colored by element, gray blue for carbon, dark blue  for nitrogen, and red for oxygen) Figure 4
The predicted calcium-binding site in the structure of human cell division protein kinase 2 (PDB ID: 1GIH) and 
the experimentally observed site in the structural homolog of 1GIH. 1GIH binds to 1PU (sphere colored by ele-
ment, gray blue for carbon, dark blue for nitrogen, and red for oxygen). The structure of one large loop 149-164 
(residues 149-164, sequence: ARAFGVPVRTYTHEVV) near the 1PU binding site is unstructured. Three possible loop confor-
mations built by modeling methods are shown in red, pink and orange. The rebuilt loops locate at the domain interface and 
cover the binding pocket of 1PU. FEATURE identifies a calcium-binding site in the presence of the rebuilt loops. The close-up 
view shows the close associations between the predicted site and three residues F127, E162 and T165. The predicted site is 13 
Å away from 1PU.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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tiple calcium ions. The remaining top 67 predictions are
all novel and would represent the first calcium-binding
site in these structures.
The most well known calcium-binding site is the EF-hand
sequence motif [30]. We scanned 500 different SCOP fold
families known to bind calcium. About 2% of structures
(about 29000 structures) in these 500 families contain EF-
hand motif. Our study focused on 2495 structures with
regions of poor (or missing) electron density. Only 0.08%
(total 19 structures) of the 2485 structures contain EF-
hand motifs. Furthermore, only three loops that we mod-
eled and scanned are within the EF-hand motifs. We suc-
cessfully recognize the calcium-binding activity of these
three loops: they are 1SL9, 1U5R and 1DF0 (homolog of
1U5R). The paucity of EF-hand missing protein loops sug-
gests that they tend to be stable, even in the absence of cal-
cium. Indeed, we find that both the apo and holo states of
EF-hand form ordered structures; and so experimental 3D
structures of both forms are usually available. The remain-
ing (non-EF-hand) sites generally are not associated with
good sequence motifs, and seem to show higher structural
flexibility
We have observed that a considerable number of predic-
tions adopt anti-parallel beta structures, but in different
topologies, including beta-barrel, beta-sandwich and
Greek key. These proteins display a wide range of function
roles, including photosynthesis (1DBZ), aggregation of
acetylcholine receptors (1PZ7), membrane insertion as a
responsible for anthrax (1ACC). For these proteins, cal-
cium ions are often predicted to bind the loops between
beta-strands. These structures show structural homologies
with the C2 domains, which form an eight-stranded anti-
parallel beta-sandwich consisting of a pair of four-
stranded beta-sheets. The C2 domain is often involved in
calcium-dependent membrane targeting. Calcium ions
often bind in an indentation formed by the first and final
loops of the membrane binding face of the C2 domain.
Newton et al proposed a model for calcium-dependent
membrane binding by the C2 domain: calcium binding
induces a conformational change in the C2 domain in
order to expose functional groups responsible for mem-
brane binding [31]. In these predicted sites found in the
anti-parallel beta structures, loops are not observed in
crystal structures due to their high flexibility. We proposed
that calcium binding to these loops induces conforma-
tional changes, which contribute to the functional roles of
the loops.
We note that 61 proteins of our 78 novel predictions bind
to other ligands in addition to metal ions. In those cases,
it is possible that calcium plays a role in regulating the
binding of other ligands, as has been observed in some
Novel FEATURE predictions Figure 5
Novel FEATURE predictions. The structure of chicken argin G3 (PDB ID: 1PZ7) and the predicted site. The core struc-
ture of 1PZ7 is a beta-sandwich. The top edge of the beta-sandwich consists of four loops, which correspond to a versatile 
molecular recognition surface in argin. Calcium binding is observed near residues 137-144. Loop 32-40 (residues 32-40, 
sequence: SPDALDYPA) is unstructured in the original PDB structure. FEATURE predicts a binding site near loop 32-40 when 
the structure of this region was built using modeling methods. The predicted site is 13.52 Å away from the experimentally 
observed site; therefore it is a novel site. The close-up view (red for oxygen atoms) shows the close associations between the 
predicted site and two residues 34D, 37D, 41E and 147D. The overall fold of the two binding sites shares high homology with 
the C2 calcium-binding domain. The loops in the C2 domain often coordinate 2-3 calcium ions. This suggests our prediction of 
the second calcium-binding site is reasonable.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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proteins[32,33]. For example, calcium induces a confor-
mational change in the ligand-binding site of the LDL
receptor and maintains the cysteine-rich regions in a more
folded, native state. In the absence of calcium, the LDL
receptor does not have the proper conformation for lig-
and binding. Consequently, only when the LDL receptor
is exposed to calcium, it is competent to bind the ligand
[33]. In our predictions, we have predicted that calcium
binding regulates the binding of 1PU or other consequent
activity changes to the cell division protein kinase 2
(1GIH) (see the Results). Our prediction has been con-
firmed by the observation of its homologous structure
1U5R. A similar role of calcium binding is observed in
one of the 78 novel predictions, mycobacterium tubercu-
losis RecA (PDB ID: 1G18). We therefore propose that
these 61 proteins' activity may be regulated by calcium
binding via allosteric effects.
Conclusion
We modeled and identified calcium-binding sites for
which experimentally solved  structures are not available
because they have high flexibility and lack ordered  struc-
tures. Combining a machine learning site-recognition
algorithm (FEATURE) with a de novo loop modeling tech-
nique enabled us to capture binding sites not apparent in
a validation set of 20 apo structures. We not only predict
the calcium binding function, but produce at least one
structural conformation to support this prediction. The
idea of improving models using functional information is
attractive, and may be applicable to other structure mod-
eling efforts, when functional information is available.
From the 2745 structural gaps in experimental structures,
we made 102 non-redundant predictions of calcium-
binding sites that achieve high FEATURE scores. In these
102 predictions, ten predicted sites are confirmed by
experimental evidence; 14 predicted are supported by
indirect experimental evidence; 78 sites are novel predic-
tions. In the 78 novel predictions, a large number of pre-
dicted sites adopt anti-parallel beta structures, which
share structural similarity with the calcium-binding C2
domain. A total of 61 of our 78 predictions are in proteins
that bind to other ligands, suggesting a role of calcium in
regulating ligand binding in these proteins.
Methods
Selection of validation dataset
Babor M et al created a non-redundant dataset of apo-
holo pairs of metal-binding proteins[9]. Using this data-
Novel FEATURE predictions Figure 6
Novel FEATURE predictions. Structure of bacillus anthraz toxin protective antigen (PDB ID: 1ACC) and the predicted site. 
Loop 275-288 (residues 275-288, sequence: EDQSTQNTDSETRT) in 1ACC is unstructured. FEATURE predicts a calcium-
binding site in 1ACC in the presence of the rebuilt structure for loop 275-288. The close-up view shows the close association 
between the predicted site and three residues 275E, 276D and 278S. The predicted site is part of domain 2 of 1ACC, which 
forms a beta-barrel with modified Greek-key topology, including a large flexible loop between strands. Calcium is predicted to 
bind in a cup-shaped depression formed by the loops of the beta-barrel structure. This beta-structure shares high structural 
homologies with the C2 calcium-binding domain, which often coordinates 2-3 calcium ions through its loops. Experimental evi-
dence in the original work suggests that loop 275-288 is involved in membrane insertion. This corresponds to the fact that the 
C2 domain of many proteins plays important roles in calcium-dependent membrane binding. In summary, both structural and 
functional evidences show that calcium binding to the loops of the beta-structure is very likely. In addition, a calcium-binding 
site is observed in 1ACC, but it is 61.38 Å apart from our predicted novel site. The close up view (red for oxygen atoms) 
shows the close associations between the predicted sites and loop 275-288.BMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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set, we selected apo-holo pairs of calcium-binding pro-
teins in which the primary atomic contacts are between
the calcium the protein structure (and not via water
bridges). Thus, we filtered out sites where binding is medi-
ated by water molecules. The filter counts atoms within
2.5 Å of a calcium-binding site (close contacts) and retains
sites for which the number of close contact atoms from
protein structures is three or more and from water mole-
cules is less than two. The dataset of positive sites consists
of the calcium-binding loops in apo and holo structures.
The dataset of nonsites consists of a randomly selected
loop (excluding the calcium-binding loop) in each of the
holo structure and the counterpart in the apo structure.
The RMSDs were calculated between the apo and the holo
structures by using the program TM-score which compares
two structures based on their given residue equiva-
lency[34]. The RMSDs between loops in the apo and the
holo forms are provided in Table 1.
Construction of loop structures
Structures of calcium-binding loops were generated using
programs in the RAMP software suite [12-14]. These pro-
grams are mcgen_exhaustive_loop and mcgen_semfold_loop,
which use de novo modeling method to build loop confor-
mations for a given region in protein structures. The
former generates structures by exhaustively enumerating
all possible main chain structures using a 14-state phi/psi
model and selecting the best ones using a residue-specific
all-atom conditional probability discriminatory function.
The latter one is based on inserting small (usually three-
residue) fragments randomly and uses a Monte Carlo with
simulated annealing procedure to find the best combina-
tions of these fragments.
FEATURE scan
Calcium-binding sites were predicted using FEATURE. A
complete description of FEATURE can be found in the
original paper and a web server of FEATURE is also pro-
vided in http://feature.stanford.edu/webfeature[5]. In
summary, we make observations of 66 physical-chemical
properties on a dataset of experimentally determined
structures containing calcium-binding sites. We then com-
pile a conditional probability model of the distribution of
these properties in calcium-binding sites. This model
divides the space around a site into six concentric shells of
1.25 Å thickness. Given a site in a particular structure, the
values of 66 properties within a certain distance cutoff are
summed to yield the total FEATURE score to evaluate the
probability of its likelihood of being a calcium-binging
site. A FEATURE score of 50 has a high sensitivity and spe-
cificity for calcium binding [15].
In this work, we defined a cubic grid of 0.5 Å superim-
posed upon the existing or rebuilt calcium-binding loop.
The grid extends 5 Å beyond the extreme Cartesian coor-
dinates of the atoms in each loop structure. Grid points
with few or no atoms are eliminated. For each grid point,
we calculated its likelihood of being a calcium-binding
site. We chose the grid point with highest FEATURE score
as the final predicted binding site.
Comparison of FEATURE performance on the apo 
structure and the apo structure with loop reconstructed
For each calcium-binding site in the validation dataset, we
built two structures (in addition to the crystallographic
holo and apo structures): the apo structure with its cal-
cium-binding loop removed, named "apo-gap" (this sim-
ulates a crystal structure with missing density); and the
apo structure with its loop built using modeling, named
"apo-loop" (this simulates a loop that is rebuilt because
the density is missing). We applied a FEATURE grid scan
to four structures: the holo structure, the apo structure, the
apo-gap and the apo-loop. We then compared the
number of true positive sites recognized by FEATURE at
different conditions. We also applied the procedure to
nonsites as a negative control.
Prepare candidate dataset for prediction
We created a list of SCOP families for which at least one
member binds calcium. All solved 3D structures contain-
ing one or more calcium ions were downloaded from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB). 3352 of these structures were
determined by X-ray diffraction. The 3352 structures were
matched against the SCOP database, resulting in a total of
500 unique SCOP fold families [35]. We then down-
loaded all 15404 structures from PDB which were catego-
rized into these 500 SCOP fold families according to
ASTRAL SCOP 1.73 database[35]. We further filtered PDB
structure chains using the following criteria: (1) The struc-
ture chain was determined by X-ray diffraction; (2) Full
sequence information is available in that PDB structure
file; (3) The structure chain is not completely determined
and the structural gap is more than 4 residues and less
than 17 residues. This procedure resulted in a candidate
dataset consisting of 2030 PDB chains containing 2745
structural gaps.
Prediction of novel calcium-binding sites
For each structural gap in the candidate dataset, 100 all-
atom loop structures were generated using programs from
the RAMP suite as described above. For each of the 100
loop structures, we built a scan grid surrounding all the
loops. For each loop, we applied FEATURE to each point
in the grid to evaluate potential calcium binding positions
around the loop. When the FEATURE score of the gap (no
electron density) is lower than 50 and that of the corre-
sponding built loop is higher than 50, we consider the
point to be a predicted calcium-binding site and record
the associated loop conformation coordinates. For each
loop, if more than one point around a particular loop
scores more than 50, we select the point with the highestBMC Structural Biology 2009, 9:72 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/9/72
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FEATURE score. If more than one loop in a set of rebuilt
loop conformational candidates scores above 50, we
select the one with the highest FEATURE score. Thus for
each structural gap, we collect a maximum of one grid
point (corresponding to the predicted calcium-binding
site) and one corresponding loop conformation. To avoid
redundant predictions across closely related protein
homologs, we filter out PDB chains with the same
sequences.
Validation of predictions
For each prediction, we first attempted to validate it by exam-
ining its homologous structures, reasoning that if a homolo-
gous structure shows calcium binding in a similar location, it
would be strong, though indirect, evidence that our predic-
tion is correct. For this comparison, we used structures in the
same SCOP fold family. We generated structural alignments
between FEATURE predictions and their corresponding
homologous candidates using the software program MAM-
MOTH[19]. We calculated the percentage of residues aligned
(PRA) and the percentage of identical residues (PID) based
on the MAMMOTH alignment, and recorded the distances
between the calcium-binding loop in the homologous coun-
terpart and calcium ions (CaDis). By using different cutoffs
of PRA, PID and CaDis, the predicted binding sites were
divided into groups. The cutoff for CaDis was set to 7.5 Å
(the radius of the FEATURE model for a calcium site). We
further analyzed predictions in each group by visual inspec-
tion.
All figures were prepared with MacPYMOL[36].
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